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            Hog butchering — Using everything but the squeal

            
                                                            


            
                




By Charles Sanders




Issue #142 • July/August, 2013






A 450-pound hog will provide a lot of delicious meat.


Hogs are raised throughout our neighboring Amish community for...            
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            Home Dairying
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            Fermenting Chicken Feed
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            Kinder goats — A small breed for milk and meat
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            Broody biddies make sense on the homestead
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                Pysanki — You can make those biddies pay!
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                Drawing the line on timber trespass
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                New yarn from old sweaters
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                The raging torrent — Respect it even when you play
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                Homestead security for women
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                A view of self-reliance from a more timid perspective — A woman’s opinion
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 


Farm and Garden
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                    Mid-season planting
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            Build an Old-Fashioned Hotbed and Start Your Seeds in Style

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Roy Martin




Issue #104 • March/April, 2007



A hotbed is a miniature greenhouse that is heated to protect new seedlings from cold. The hotbed differs...                
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            The Home Citrus Orchard

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Anita Evangelista




Issue #81 • May/June, 2003



It may seem like an impossible dream if you live outside of southern Florida, California, or Texas, but...                
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            Fermenting Chicken Feed

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    





By Melissa Souza



Issue #174 • November/December, 2018



On our homestead, we eat yogurt, kombucha (fermented tea), sauerkraut, and kimchi to add probiotics to our diet....                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        James Polk — A model for modern presidents
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By John Silveira




Issue #32 • March/April, 1995



It was snowing and three of us were up at the office. Dave Duffy, the fellow who publishes BHM, and I were trying to get some work done on this issue. His friend, O.E. MacDougal, had dropped by that morning.

Mac was on his...                    
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                        Fried chicken for breakfast
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Danny Fulks




Issue #88 • July/August, 2004



Danny Fulks, 71, is one of those rare writers capable of painting a vivid picture of life back in another time. His stories focus on the 20s, 30s, and 40s of Ohio, Kentucky, and West Virginia, which were areas much like greater Appalachia...                    
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                        Fly it proudly and properly
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Roger Meyer




Issue #130 • July/August, 2011



Since September 11, 2001, more Americans are displaying the national flag. Our flag gives us a sense of unity and purpose as a nation. Old Glory represents our national heritage and it's a symbol of our accomplishments and sacrifices.

Not everyone knows the proper...                    
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            Mountain lions — Attacks are still rare, but just in case…


            
                                                            



            
                




By Gene Sheley




Issue #50 • March/April, 1998



Near the top of North America's wildlife food chain is the mountain lion, a close second to bears...            
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            Raising cattle on your own place


            
                                                            



            
                




By Charles Sanders




Issue #85 • January/February, 2004



Winter won't last forever. It won't be long before spring will arrive and pastures will start to green...            
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            Fermenting Chicken Feed
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            Raising your own beef for your family
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            Broody biddies make sense on the homestead
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            Raising quail — A home grown delicacy
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                Dealing with heat stress
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                Step onto the ice and catch tonight’s dinner
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                Food security 101: part 2
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                Get out of debt, stay out of debt
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 
            


            
                

Farm and Garden
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                Garden Seeds — A Great Winter Pastime

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Jackie Clay




Issue #67 • January/February, 2001



Start your garden this year while the snow is still on the ground. I start all of my own plants from seeds. One of my favorite winter pastimes...                
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                Graft Your Own Designer Fruit Trees

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Jackie Clay




Issue #121 • January/February, 2010



Although I've been homesteading for more than forty years, there's always something new to learn. (I figure that if I don't learn at least one thing every day,...                
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